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more than
the right choice

snom technology AG develops and produces VoIP
phones, which are based on the open standard SIP
(Session Initiation Protocol). They are characterized by
a high safety standard and a large number of functions,
which simplify substantially the daily communication
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within the business sector.
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Whether CTI (Computer Telephony Integration),
openVPN (Virtual Private Network) applications or the
integration of Microsoft Office Communication Server
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2007 with the snom OCS edition - snom’s phones are
today’s state-of-the-art of the technology.

snom’s products offer more advantages because of
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VoIP products by

–

Advanced Technology

their high interoperability.
The combinability with numerous equipment of other
established manufacturers guarantees maximal independence to each user.

m3

The snom m3 combines everyday life with mobility,
reliability and design, along with a large number
of business applications. It additionally enables
a high level of flexibility for the user. With the
snom m3 the business customer achieves a matured IP DECT telephone which also meets
the stylish tastes.
Most important functions:
• Display: 128 x 128 pixels, 65536 colors
• Li-Ion accumulator for 20 hours airtime  
• Hands-free talking at the mobile device
• 3 parallel calls
• Up to 8 handsets per base station
• 3-way conferencing
• Remote configuration, password protection
• Open DECT GAP standard
• Security: SIPS/SRTP/TLS

The first VoIP conference telephone from snom, the
snom MeetingPoint, is the ideal complement for everyone who frequently needs to make multi-location
arrangements. The snom MeetingPoint allows you to
have up to 4 parties at different locations all over the
world attend your conference - without slow-mail delays and without costly travel expenses. Protect your
travel budget and the environment at the same time!
Most important functions:
• Management of up to 4 external participants
• Simultaneous management of internal and
external telephone listings (LDAP)
• Support of contact listings (simple presence, MS OCS)
• snom Flexor CTI & snom OCS edition ready
• Excellent sound by OmniSound® 2.0
• Recording range up to 30 m² room area or 10 participants

The snom 820 VoIP phone unites two of the biggest requirements for modern telephony in one device: mature VoIP
technology and design in a class of its own.
With its high-resolution TFT color display, the snom 820 offers a brilliant illustration of call lists, phone directories, and
caller information via the integrated XML browser. The wideband technology used in the handset makes the user feel as
if the caller were in the same room.

The snom 870 VoIP telephone is our latest innovation
for all modern people who want sophisticated technology combined with highest user friendliness. The large
high-resolution TFT color display offers an advancement
in technical innovation. This newly developed touch
screen has a unique intuitive user interface. Thus the
snom 870 enables the user to easily handle even complex applications like call swapping, or establishment
of conference calls for three participants via simple
“drag and drop“.

Most important functions:
• High-resolution TFT color display (3,5“, 320 x 240 pixels)
• 37 keys, 9 LEDs
• snom Flexor CTI & snom OCS edition ready
• Excellent audio quality through wideband
• 2 x IEEE 802.3, PoE
• USB connector – WLAN ready

Most important functions:
• 4,3“ TFT 24 bit color touch screen
• Intuitive user interface
• snom Flexor CTI & snom OCS edition ready
• Gigabit Ethernet Switch, PoE, 2 x IEEE 802.3
• Excellent audio quality through wideband
• 2 USB connectors – WLAN ready

